
Developing myself and Others
Understanding the difference 

between mentoring & coaching 
and learning how teams 

perform best.

Leading with My Team and Colleagues
Assessing my team/ colleagues using 

Myers Briggs tool and using the will/skill 
matrix to decide when you need to coach, 
delegate, understand or train individuals.  

Communicating with Others 
Using colour methodology* 
with my team, stoma nurses 
at both acute trusts and the 

Community

Leading with Focus
Learning project management, risks 

assessment, evaluation of the project and 
having a contingency in place. 

Leading with Me
How to improve 

resilience, avoid the 
drama triangle and 

how to say NO often..! 

Leading with Flexibility
How to develop a high 

performing team working 
through the forming, 

storming, norming and 
performing stages. 

Leading with Impact
Using effective communication, 
to actively listen, engage, adapt, 
respond and use a positive tone. 
Understand that communication 
is only 7% words, 38% tone and 

55% body language. 

Leading without Conflict
Understanding emotional 

intelligence, how we 
respond to change and 
receive/ give effective  

feedback 
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Leading with Negotiations
Using the WOBL** process, six laws of 
influencing, understanding reasoning, 
being able to compromise, having an 

explanation, understanding others 
point of view and a shared agreement
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In 2017, the NHS Leeds Stoma audit highlighted a gap in the pathway, 
showing no long-term patients (>2yrs) were effectively managed.  
Using my new leadership skills, I undertook a pathway review to 

encourage change and secure funding for an additional stoma nurse 
to tackle the issue.  These long-term patients now have a review and 

there is also the possibility to make prescribing savings for Leeds. 

Using the above leadership skills I have been able to 
influence, avoid conflict, develop myself and others, 

negotiate, be focused, lead with impact, communicate 
effectively and flexibly to secure £63k of funding for an 
additional stoma nurse to support our current pathway.  *Colour types: red wants results, yellow wants individual involvement, green wants 

team involvement and blue love the detail. **WOBL – what are we negotiating, 
outcomes we want, bottom line you’d accept and list of actual desires! 


